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TRIOSE Novaplus Contract SV3043  
Effective 6/1/22   
TRIOSE delivers full-service, customizable supply chain management solutions across the entire 
healthcare continuum. 

 

INNOVATIVE AND INTELLIGENT LOGISTICS SOLUTIONS 
WITH WHITE GLOVE SUPPORT YOU CAN COUNT ON 

Delayed or misplaced shipments can cost you time and jeopardize your 
ability to provide the care your patients need. TRIOSE provides the 
technology, data, and industry expertise to provide actionable insights into 
smarter business decisions and financial success. We offer customized 
supply chain solutions from managing small parcel & large cargo shipping, to 
providing courier, fleet, and pharmacy solutions.  Our strategic partnership 
with UPS uniquely positions us to prioritize, manage, and support our 
healthcare clients’ shipping needs through dedicated resources. 

Enhanced Vendor Compliance  

Strong vendor relationships are critical to a successful freight management program. 
Through our industry experience, we have forged long-lasting vendor relationships 
that contribute to our customers’ success. Our trusted partnerships continue to drive 
advancements within the healthcare supply chain. 

Support You can Trust 

When healthcare facilities partner with TRIOSE, they receive a full-service account 
management team. Account teams are comprised of TRIOSE employees from all 
departments to oversee vendor compliance, logistics coordination, cost allocation, 
freight invoicing, auditing, and claims support. 
 

Savings from your first shipment 

TRIOSE’s seamless implementation means you see immediate improvements.  

“As our logistics partner, TRIOSE was able to work with key 
suppliers and freight carriers, in order to facilitate enough water to 
meet the various needs of Houston Methodist. Without that 
assistance, we would not have been able to provide the much-
needed support to our staff and most importantly, the patients we 
work so hard to serve.” 

- John A. Walters, Corporate Director, Supply Chain Logistics, Fleet Management, 
Distribution Center at Houston Methodist. 

To learn more, please contact:    

Dana Gonzales dana.gonzales@vizientinc.com 

Tracie Lightfoot  t.lightfoot@triose.com 

 

 

Small Parcel and Large Cargo 

The TRIOSE freight management program 
provides a fully managed logistics solution for 
inbound and outbound shipping, as well as large 
cargo freight transportation through hundreds of 
national, regional, and international carriers. As 
part of our fully managed program, TRIOSE 
customers have the advantage of increased 
visibility and control over their supply chain with 
a team of experts working on their behalf to 
ensure program success. We have valued 
partnerships with multiple small parcel carriers, 
making us the only carrier agnostic supply chain 
provider in the industry. Dedicated logistics 
experts will work directly with you to determine 
the best small parcel carrier for your needs. 

Pharmacy and Last Mile 

PharmacyiQ streamlines clerical, accreditation, 
and compliance work which enables pharmacies 
to grow profitably and help improve their health 
system’s net operating income, while providing 
exceptional customer service to patients.  

TRIOSE Last Mile provides the standards to 
ensure that chain of custody and package 
integrity is maintained throughout the journey 
from provider to patient. 

Courier and Fleet 

CourieriQ solution provides a fully managed 
internal and external courier transportation 
program for healthcare systems, facilities, 
pharmacies, and laboratories to ensure 
quality, timeliness, and mitigate risk. 

FleetiQ provides system-wide asset 
management technology to help health 
systems keep their fleets running efficiently 
and within budget. 


